Great Reads for
children in Year 3 & 4
Want to buy you’re a book for Christmas, but not sure what is suitable for their age
range? Look no further for a great list of books that not only will your child enjoy,
but will also support and develop their reading.
All books that appear on this list are available on Amazon.
Space Race By Mallorie Blackman

Five...four...three...two...one. Lift-off!
What can Lizzie do when big-headed Jake challenges her to a race in space?
She's GOT to beat him. But Jake has a super-duper, deluxe new spaceship that
runs on special fuel...
Zoom to Pluto and back with this super space story from award-winning author,
Malorie Blackman.
Wolves by Emily Gravett
Rabbit borrows a book about wolves from the library. Straightforward
enough. But it's not long before a sinister figure with sharp claws and a
bushy tail starts to creep right off the pages. You won't believe your eyes
– especially if you're a rabbit. Brilliantly witty, with amazing artwork, two
surprise endings, plus fun novelty elements, WOLVES created a real buzz
of excitement among critics and booksellers alike.

On the Way Home By Jill Murphy
Claire has hurt her knee so she sets off home to tell her mum all about it.
On the way she meets her friends and tells them how the fall happened.
But just how did it happen . . .? Was she dropped by a wolf, a slithering
snake, an enormous dragon or a hairy gorilla?!

The Opposite By Tom McCrae and Elena Odriozola
When Nate wakes up one morning there is an Opposite on his ceiling.
Throughout the day Nate encounters problems thanks to this Mr Nobody,
whoh= only Nate can see. Milk pours up instead of down, paint goes
everywhere except on the paper until Nate discovers a way round this tricky
situation.

Old Tom By Leigh Hobbs
The first of the Old Tom series, you will meet Angela, who adopts what
appears to be a cute little cat. However, Old Tom's real character soon
becomes evident, and this means trouble ...and some wacky adventures.

The Finger Eater By Dick King Smith
Long ago, in the cold lands of the North, there lived a troll named Ulf who
had a very bad habit - he liked to eat fingers! Many, many men, women
and children had found their hands a finger short thanks to the razor-sharp
teeth of the Finger-eater. And who knows how many more might have
suffered the same fate if it hadn't been for the actions of a resolute girl
called Gudrun!

The Fire Bird By Eric Maddern
"I'm boss for Fire," growls rough, tough Crocodile Man, and he keeps the
rest of the world cold and dark - until one day clever Bird Woman sees her
opportunity and seizes it... This traditional aboriginal fire myth from
Northern Australia, simply retold and lit by glowing illustrations, will
delight children and parents everywhere

Angry Arthur By Hiawyn Oram
Arthur is angry, really angry and he's going to make sure everyone knows
about it! See what chaos Arthur causes with his anger and find out what
made him so angry in the first place. A classic tale with fantastic pictures
from Satoshi Kitamura.

Oscar and Hoo By Theo & Michael Dudok De Wit
Young Oscar is happiest when lost in his daydreams and is often chided for having
his "head in the clouds". On holiday, he becomes separated from his scatty parents
and finds himself stranded in the middle of the desert, alone and very frightened.
Along comes Hoo, a small cloud who has become separated from the rest of his
group. Oscar and Hoo comfort each other and share tales of their lives, developing
a strong and mutually supportive friendship.

